
A Framework for a Multi-mode Routing Protocol for (MANET)NetworksC�esar Santiva~nez Ioannis StavrakakisDepartment of Electrical & Computer EngineeringNortheastern UniversityBoston, MA 02115, USAAbstract|Traditional routing protocols for MANET net-works are usually designed with a particular environment inmind and fail to adapt to the wide range of environmentspresent in a MANET network. Because of the wide diversityof the conditions that may be encountered in a MANET net-work it seems that it would be di�cult to e�ectively routeinformation by engaging a single type of protocol. Instead,a multi-mode protocol should be developed which appliesthe appropriate \mode" or protocol that is determined tobe e�ective at a given point in time and for the appropriatesubset of the network. In this paper, two algorithm : thelimited link state (LLS) and Self-organizing (SO), that adaptto any MANET network condition {from small networkswith nodes with low mobility to large networks with highlymobile nodes to an heterogeneous network with di�erentclasses of users { in order to make the most e�cient routingdecisions are discussed. These algorithms employ new met-rics that capture the mobility and tra�c pattern of (subsetsof) the network, along with some attributes considered inthe past (e.g. link stability). Once the instantaneous struc-ture of the network is determined, the multi-mode routingprotocol may select its `mode' of operation.I. IntroductionA MANET network may be envisioned as a quickly de-ployable association of mobile nodes whose motion patternis not well known in advance in an environment lackingsupporting infrastructure. Some nodes may have routingcapabilities, whereas some others may not. Some nodesmay be highly mobile whereas others may be very slowmoving or even �xed. Some nodes may have only one in-terface, whereas other nodes may have several interfaces,allowing them to become gateways between di�erent classesof nodes. The bandwidth available and the power con-strains may also vary notably from one node to another.In summary, there may (or may not) be a high degree ofheterogeneity in a MANET network.MANET networks appear in military and disaster re-covery operation, or in a freely association of users as forexample in a conference room or a university campus. Inall these cases what characterizes a MANET network is nota lack of structure but the existence of an instantaneous,dynamic, not known a priori structure intimately relatedto the task being executed.The above characteristics of a typical MANET networkmake the problem of e�ectively routing in a rapidly vary-ing, bandwidth constrained MANET network supporting awide range of users with di�erent characteristics (mobility,tra�c patterns, etc.) a very challenging one.Traditional link-state and distance vector algorithmsThis research was supported in part by the GTE Corporation.

would fail in a highly dynamic MANET network environ-ment since they would consume a signi�cant portion of theavailable bandwidth to maintain routes that may no longerbe valid at the time needed (rapid changing environment).Traditional hierarchical approaches are not e�ective in thisenvironment either, since the topology of the network ischanging over time, and traditional hierarchical approachesdo not allow for the protocol to adapt to dynamic networkconditions.Some protocols have been proposed [1]-[11] that appearto be adequate or even e�ective in a small to medium net-work, but they soon become ine�ective as the networksize and/or the mobility level increase and/or the avail-able bandwidth decreases. With the exception of ABR [7]and CEDAR [2] (which try to favor \more stable" links)none of these protocols attempt to obtain/exploit the net-work state (mobility and tra�c patterns) and/or structure.These protocols are usually designed with a particular en-vironment in mind and fail to adapt to the wide rangeof environments present in a MANET network. Becauseof the wide diversity of the conditions that may be en-countered in a MANET network it seems that it wouldbe di�cult to e�ectively route information by engaging asingle type of protocol. Such diverse environments cannotbe e�ectively taken into consideration by simply adjustingthe parameters of a single protocol. Instead, a multi-modeprotocol should be developed which applies the appropri-ate \mode" or protocol that is determined to be e�ectiveat a given point in time and for the appropriate subset ofthe network.The objective of this paper is to present a frameworkfor a MANET routing protocol that adapts itself to thepresent network conditions taking into consideration themobility levels and patterns, as well as tra�c patterns.In order to identify and utilize the network conditions(state information) the multi-mode routing protocol hasto rely on some structure-learning/engaging algorithmsthat extract the network state information (de�ned interms of proper metrics) and based on it implement theproper mode of the supported multi-mode routing pro-tocol. The present work identi�es parameters (metrics)that de�ne the state of the network. Based on these met-rics, structure-learning/engaging algorithms that extractthe network state information and enable the implemen-tation of a multi-mode routing protocol may be devel-oped. As a starting point, two complementing structure-learning/engaging algorithms are discussed in sections III



and IV,respectively, along with their associated metrics :the Limited Link State (LLS) and the Self-Organizing (SO)algorithms.II. Routing considerations for MANETnetworksIn traditional routing protocols (such as the Ideal Link-State (ILS) protocol) a message is generated each timea link's state changes. Consequently, network nodes areaware of the state of links and can precalculate routes topotential destinations nodes (proactive routing protocols).The bandwidth overhead (cost) associated with maintain-ing precalculated routes is proportional to the frequency oflink-state changes or the rate of topological change. Thelatter is de�ned as the average number of link-state changesin the entire network per time unit and it is, thus, propor-tional to the net size and inversely proportional to the meantime to link failure.In MANET networks link-state changes are mostly dueto user mobility. If the rate of topological change is lowthe proactive ILS protocol would still be e�ective. On theother hand, if the rate of topological change is moderate tohigh the ILS protocols would be very ine�cient and moree�ective routing protocols should be employed.In a diverse MANET network with moderate to highrate of topological change there would typically be linksof low rate of change (high stability or stable) and links ofmoderate to high rate of change (low stability or unstable).An e�ective routing protocol for such a network shouldthen be able to :(A) Discover the stable links, properly propagate theirstate and enable nodes to precalculate routes to desti-nations which are reachable by using such stable links.(B) Provide for an e�ective mechanism to establishroutes to the remaining destination, as well as alterna-tive routes to precalculated ones which may be overuti-lized and become congested.An example of an algorithm that supports (A) is theLimited Link-State (LLS) algorithm presented in sectionIII. The LLS algorithmwill adapt to the network conditionstrying to take advantage of the network structure. It willconstruct routes toward some destination nodes (even ifnot necessary) at a low cost (bandwidth overhead).It should be noticed that the stable paths (along stablelinks) are expected to be a small portion of the possiblepaths (stable plus unstable) in a typical MANET network.Consequently, these paths may be overutilized and becomecongested if no alternative paths are available leading tonetwork throughput reduction and delay increase. Thus,a mechanism to identify less stable routes to destinationswith precalculated routes as well as to those without pre-calculated routes needs to be developed.The traditional approach to identify less stable routes ina highly dynamic MANET network is based or route dis-covery or ooding algorithms, both requiring a potentiallylarge number of broadcasts before delivering the informa-tion to the destination. When ooding is engaged, eachpacket needs to be broadcasted over the entire network.

Route discovery relies primarily on broadcast search for aroute to the destination each time a session is to be initi-ated. Such a search induces some start up delay in additionto consuming bandwidth, unless it is bypassed when a re-cently utilized route is available and it is selected (at therisk of not being appropriate any longer).The Self-Organizing (SO) algorithm discussed in sectionIV is an example of an algorithm supporting (B) above,that tries to reduce the number of broadcasts required bythe route discovery or ooding algorithms by providing pre-calculated routes toward some destinations that are likely tobe involved in new sessions. For those routes to be useful,the cost associated with their maintenance should be lessthan the expected gain of using them.The SO algorithm will base its decision on the mobilityas well as tra�c patterns of the nodes. The SO algorithmwill attempt to choose Reference Nodes (RN ) and aroundthem Reference Areas (RA) such that the expected numberof new sessions having a destination inside the referencearea (Gain, G) be maximized. This gain (G) has to becompared against a threshold (the cost of maintaining theroutes) to decide whether it is worth to create routes towarda particular reference area.If all the nodes are assumed to have the same tra�cpatterns, then the SO algorithm will attempt to �nd themobility pattern of the network. Although it is possiblethat the mobility pattern of a network be totally random,that is not usually the case. Human mobility, for example,is based on groups (forming clouds) or follows some pat-terns (streets, highway, searching, etc.). Even automatamobility is shaped by the function they are executing andtherefore there is some degree of spatial/temporal correla-tion. The SO algorithm will attempt to �nd (or select) themobility `leaders' (nodes around which others node move).For example, in networks formed by cars in a highway, thecars in the intermediate position would be the best candi-dates to mobility `leaders'. However, node mobility is notthe only factor to take into account. Even more importantis the tra�c pattern of the nodes. There is no need toprecalculate routes for nodes that are not going to commu-nicate at all, whereas there maybe other nodes that mayneed to be contacted frequently due to their mission (co-ordinator, server, etc.) . For the latter nodes it should behighly desirable to have routes readily available saving thenetwork from otherwise almost certain broadcasts.Finally, it was pointed out that a reference area will becreated only if it is e�ective. For networks (or some nodes)with high mobility rate or low tra�c demand it may notbe e�ective to create reference areas. To forward packetsto those nodes route discovery will be used. If the routestoward the destination are invalidated too quickly, or if thetra�c per session is low { say one or two packets { oodingis expected to be more e�ective.The LLS and SO algorithms motivated and briey men-tioned above will basically help identify the stable routesin the network as well as clouds of nodes (reference areas)which are worthy to maintain. That is, such algorithmsmay be viewed as structure-learning/engaging algorithms.



These algorithms are expected to be e�ective not onlyin single class MANET networks - as implicitly assumedabove - but also when multi-class nodes are present form-ing a multilevel hierarchy. As an example, mobile nodesmay have an additional interface (more power demanding)to communicate with a more powerful base station in casethey become isolated. Similarly, some nodes may serveas gateways to a �xed network such as the internet. Thereader is referred to [13] for extensions to heterogeneousenvironments.III. Limited Link-State (LLS) AlgorithmIt is well known that link-state algorithms (referred tohere as Ideal Link-State (ILS)) are e�ective for stable net-works. ILS performance degrades enormously as the net-work topology becomes dynamic and the network stabilitydecreases.Nodes in a MANET network are expected to have diversedegree of mobility and consequently, some links may bequite stable. Stable links may be associated with nodeswith low mobility, with high transmission power or simplywith similar mobility pattern (as for example two mobileusers walking down the same street or performing a relatedtask). If the link-state information of such stable links ispropagated deep into the network (as in ILS), these linkswould not produce much bandwidth overhead since they donot require frequent update (as unstable links do). Thisis not the case with unstable links, though, and for thisreason their link-state should not be propagated deep intothe network at all.The bandwidth overhead due to link-state propagation istypically a function of the rate of change of the particularlink and the number of nodes that receive the update. If thedepth of the propagation of the link-state information wereselected to be inversely proportional to the rate of changeof the link (related to the stability of the link), then thebandwidth overhead caused by a link would be independentof the link stability (mobility) and may be bounded. Thisis the main motivation for the proposed Limited Link-State(LLS) algorithm, where the link stability (de�ned below)determines the depth of the propagation of link state in-formation. The LLS algorithm may be designed in orderto not congest the network under any environment. Onthe other hand, since the propagation depth is limited to anumber that is a function of mobility and not of networksize, it is possible that in huge networks even almost �xedlink updates will not be available to all the nodes but onlyto a portion of them. This is not an issue since for hugenetworks it is likely that a hierarchical approach that facil-itates routing (e.g. the SO algorithm) will be employed.The availability of stable link information to the nodesmake it possible for them to detect stable paths over thenetwork if they exist. This way, the nodes will discoversome underlying network structure. For example, the exis-tence of some �xed antennas or some high power stationsor some highly reliable paths.LLS's discovering of stable paths allows the forwardingof packets toward certain destination at a low routing over-

head cost (because of infrequent link-state updates). Typ-ically, it will be possible for nodes to forward packets toclose by destination nodes, since proper link-state informa-tion will be available. In general, the closer to a destinationa node is, the more information related to that destinationit will have. This property is taken advantage of by the SOalgorithm.The LLS algorithm is similar to the link-state algorithmin that they both propagate link-state information, butdi�er in the information being transmitted (metrics beingused) and the depth of the transmission. The LLS algo-rithm will consider three metrics associated with a link :cost, stability, and quality. The link cost is de�ned as theratio of the number of nodes accessing the same associatedchannel over the available bandwidth. Clearly, the cost willincrease with the number of neighbors (more interference)and decrease as the bandwidth increases. The link stabilityis de�ned as the average time the link is active. A link isactive if it is not detected absent for a period greater thatd. The link quality is de�ned to be the fraction of the activetime that the link is actually available (A). The link qual-ity may be regarded as an estimate of the probability thata link is available at a particular time given that the linkis in state `active'. It may be seen that the link stabilitycaptures the longer term behavior of the link whereas theshorter term behavior is captured by the link quality.The link stability will determine how far away the link-state information will be propagated by the LLS algorithm.For more stable links the algorithm would propagate thelink cost and quality far away whereas for less stable linksthe link-state information would be transmitted only tothe closest nodes. This way, the excessive bandwidth over-head produced by traditional link-state algorithm in highlymobile environments is dramatically reduced. It should benoted that even in a highly dynamic large network, the lim-ited link-state algorithm may obtain stable paths (if theyexists) at a low bandwidth overhead cost.IV. Self-Organizing (SO) AlgorithmA. MotivationSuppose that a large network is divided into four regions,each associated with one of the four cardinal points (N, S,E, and W). The border of these regions are not well de-limited but for most of the nodes it is trivial to say whichregion they belong to. Consider also a source node desiringto send a message to a destination node in region W. Fur-thermore, assume that the source knows that the destina-tion is within region W but does not have any route towardthis destination node. In this scenario the source node mayinitiate a route discovery procedure that will result in thebroadcast of a REQUEST over the entire network.Alternatively, the source node could begin forwardingthe data packets (not the REQUEST) in the \West" direc-tion, hoping that along the way the packets will be heardby a node that has knowledge of some routes toward thedestination. In this case a broadcast will not be necessary.It is obvious that this second alternative is by far more



attractive than the �rst one. To implement this second ap-proach, however, two major issues need to be addressed.First, the nodes do not know which the \West" directionis; and second, the source does not always know in whichregion the destination currently is.The �rst problem can be addressed if one node is cho-sen inside each region as a \beacon". This node may befor example some node in the center of each region. Eachnode serving as a \beacon" is referred to as reference node.Then, a tracking algorithm (e.g. TORA [5] or some formof geographical routing) may be used to track these fourreference nodes. Thanks to the tracking algorithm all thenodes (possible sources) would have downstream links to-ward each reference node. For example, let NW be thereference node of the region W. All the nodes (speciallythe nodes outside W) would have downstream links towardNW and therefore they have downstream links toward theregion W. These downstream links provide each node witha sense of direction towards the region W. Thus the �rstproblem may be solved but at the cost of creating referencenodes and tracking them.The second problem can also be solved with the inclusionof a location management scheme that takes into accountthe past history of a node. If a node was in the immediatepast inside the W region it is unlikely that it is too far awaydue to expected spatial/temporal correlation. Thus, thepacket could be sent initially in the W region. As the packetcrosses the network and gets closer to the destination node,more up-to-date information will be available (by meansof the LLS algorithm) and the packet will eventually berouted toward the current location of the destination.An example of routing using the reference area concept isillustrated in Figure 1. Node S has a packet to send to nodeD which is inside the reference area R (the reference area isdenoted by its reference node). All the nodes (even D) haveroutes towards node R using some tracking algorithm suchas TORA. In this example it is assumed that node S knowsin which reference area node D is by means of a locationmanagement agent. Therefore, node S sends the packet inthe `direction' of node (reference area) R. The packet willtravel the network, following always the direction `closerto node R' until reaching node I. Node I knows the exactlocation of node D (by means of the LLS algorithm, orany other approach following the principle : \the closeryou are, the more up-to-date information you have") andinterrupts the ow of the packet sending it directly to nodeD (no longer along the direction to node R).The above approach will reduce the number of broad-casts that other protocols produce. In particular, thisalgorithm may be seen as an improvement over tradi-tional route discovery/ooding algorithms that with anadditional cost dramatically reduces the number of bor-dercast in a large, dynamic, highly loaded network. Itshould be noted, however, that for some nodes { due totheir high mobility or low use { it may not be cost-e�ectiveto maintain reference nodes and tracking their location.For those nodes other alternatives such as route discoveryor even ooding may be considered. The proposed proto-
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IFig. 1. Routing using the self-organizing (SO) algorithm and thereference area conceptcol also considers these cases by employing route discov-ery/ooding mechanisms to route packets to these nodeswhen the cost required to maintain reference nodes to thesedestinations is greater that the expected cost due to bor-dercast to these nodes.B. Self-Organizing (SO) algorithm overviewThe SO algorithm is responsible for choosing the bestcandidate to be a reference node and de�ne the referenceareas. The network will construct routes toward these ref-erence areas in a proactive fashion (before these routes arerequired).It is clear that there is a bene�t in grouping nodes in areference area, mainly because the number of broadcastsneeded is signi�cantly reduced (gain). On the other hand,there is a bandwidth overhead associated with maintaininga reference area and tracking a reference node (cost).Route pre-calculation in a highlymobile environment hasbeen generally considered to be ine�cient since these routemay become obsolete before used. In the SO algorithm,the routes constructed are likely to be used because refer-ence areas are created only when it is likely to have packettransport involving them. In other words, the cost of main-taining routes toward the reference area is `shared' amongall the nodes inside it. It may be possible that the SO algo-rithm decides not to create any reference area (because thegain is lower than the cost), but this decision will dependon the network state and will not be an a priori (maybeincorrect) decision of the routing protocol.The SO algorithm will choose the nodes with the largerexpected gain, and if this gain is greater than the expectedcost, these nodes will be chosen as reference nodes andde�ne new reference areas around them. The exact calcu-lation of the expected gain of a candidate reference area(node) is not an easy task. In general, that gain woulddepend on whether the nodes remain inside the referencearea (mobility pattern) and whether new sessions havingtheir destination node inside the reference area (requir-ing otherwise a broadcast) are originated (tra�c pattern).



Therefore the gain should be two-dimensional function ofmobility and tra�c as discussed in the next subsection.C. Gain functionIn [12] the concept of `footprint size' has been introduced.The footprint size is equal to the number of k-neighbors ofa node (nodes that are at a distance of k hops or less). Aclassi�cation of the nodes may be based on this footprintsize. The larger a node's footprint size the larger the regionthat the node covers and the less likely that a given nodewill leave that region in the near future. Therefore, a nodewith higher footprint size would be a better candidate tobe a reference node, since it would serve as a beacon for agreater number of nodes. Here, the concept of footprint sizeis extended to a gain function that will serve to determinewhich nodes are the most suited to be reference nodes.The gain function at a level L and at time t for a refer-ence area is proposed to be equal to the expected numberof broadcasts saved over the next L seconds. A broadcastwill be saved if the destination of a new (or broken) ses-sion is inside a reference area. Here, the term session isapplied to a sequence of packets not more than Ts secondsapart. For example two consecutive �le transfers to thesame destination may be considered as part of the samesession, whereas in a transaction that requires a packet tobe send every half hour, each packet will be considered toform a new session.Let A be a potential reference node and let V (A; t) be itsreference area at time t; let GL(A; t) be the gain function ofnode A at time t and at level L. Each node i 2 V (A; t) hastwo parameters : Si(A; t) (percentage of the next L secondsthat node i will stay inside node A's zone, i.e. within a ra-dius of k from A) and Ri(t) (total expected number of newsessions over the next L seconds). Then, the gain functionmay be de�ned as: GL(A; t) =Pi2V (A) Si(A; t)Ri(t).Di�erent approaches can be considered to estimate thevalues of Si(A; t) and Ri(t), depending on the desiredamount of complexity. For Si(A; t), a �rst approach couldbe to set its value to the inverse of the distance (in hops)between nodes A and i elevated to an integer exponent.A better choice may be to consider the percentage of theprevious L seconds that the node was inside V (A; t) and as-sume that this will be repeated. A more complex approach(and likely a more successful one) will be to consider nodei's location history over the past L seconds and estimate itstrajectory (incoming, outgoing, etc.). Di�erent estimationtechniques may be tried to �nd the more accurate one fora limited complexity implementation.For the value of Ri(t) one simple approach would be toassociate a value equal to 1 for nodes already in a session(likely to be broken) and a �xed small value for nodes notin a communication. This approach will result in a gainfunction closely related to the footprint size [12] (that is,nodes with greater footprint size will have greater gain).A more complex approach should take into considerationdi�erent tra�c patterns for di�erent classes of users. Forexample in a client-server architecture, it is likely that theserver receives constant requests resulting in a large num-
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